Speciation of Pt and Rh in urban road dust leachates
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Rationale

Aims

Platinum (Pt) and rhodium (Rh) are among the elements used in several technologybased industries of economical interest, namely in automotive catalytic converters
(ACC). Over the past decades, Pt and Rh concentrations have steadily increased in
several environmental compartments and thus they are considered contaminants of
emerging concern in the environment [1]. Consequently, road dust and roadside soils
are a major reservoir of Pt and Rh and their spreading in the environment easily
occurs due to wind transport of particles and/or urban runoff. The forms in which Pt
and Rh are emitted from ACC are not clear yet. Some studies indicate that they are
released mainly as particulate material but a soluble fraction has also been measured.
In addition, it is important to elucidate how Pt and Rh mobilization occurs in the
environment after ACC emission [2]. Suitable techniques for PGE determination at
ultra-trace concentrations are still challenging from an analytical perspective. The
Adsorptive Cathodic Stripping Voltammetry (AdCSV) was improved for simultaneous
determination of Pt and Rh [3]. While AdCSV measures truly dissolved forms, total
filter-passing species (<0.45 µm) can be measured by inductively-couple plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS). Therefore, we hypothesized that speciation analysis could be
performed for Pt and Rh using a multi-method approach.

Combining analytical methods to provide a better insight into the speciation analysis of Pt and Rh

- Thorough characterization of a composite sample of road dust;
- Assessment of Pt and Rh potential dissolution / lixiviation from road dust;
- Evaluation of primary parameters influence, such as pH, DOC and ionic strength;
- Assessment of particle-reaction and/or stability over the time using different analytical techniques.

Sampling

Why?
Largest urban drainage area
into the Tagus estuary

Summer 2017
Particulate material deposited in a high-traffic road
after a long period of dry conditions
(≈ 3 months)

Proximity to the Atlantic ocean

Several samples collected along the barrier
Swept into zip bags

≈25 kg deposited material

Experimental design
Synthetic rainwater pH 4.0 (0.1 M HCl)
Synthetic seawater pH 8.2
Horizontal shaking

Dried in an oven at 40 ˚C
Mixed into 1 batch – homogenized
Sieved 2 mm
Sieved 0.85 mm – separation of coarser material
Sieved 0.063 mm – collection of road dust
Homogenized before its use

Composite sample of
road dust <63 µm
≈0.5 kg material collected

150 rpm
20 mL

10 g

Road dust characterization (<63 µm)

Collection times (days):

0.01, 0.08; 0.2; 0.8; 1; 2; 3; 4; and 7

% Humidity and LOI – difference of weight
Grain size distribution – laser diffraction
Volatile compounds at 105 ˚C – headspace GC-MS

Filtered 0.45 µm
Acidified HCl pH <2
UV-digested 3h

Determination of truly dissolved species of Pt and Rh by AdCSV;
Determination of total filter-passing species by ICP-MS;
Identification of nanoparticles in the leachates.

Road dust – Total Pt 294 ng g-1; Total Rh 45 ng g-1
BCR 723 (CRM) – Total Pt 81.3 ng g-1; Total Rh 12.8 ng g-1

CHS – dry combustion with IR detection
N – thermal conductivity detection

Different sites – Different composition

X ray diffraction
Elemental composition – ICP-MS

Reflect the soils and
construction materials used

Results of the leaching experiments
Rh concentration >>> Pt concentration

pH remained constant 7.9 ± 0.2
both conditions

BCR-723 (Zischka et al., 2002)

Higher concentrations in the finesized fraction than the coarser

Higher surface/volume ratio

Characterization of nanoparticles

Truly dissolved Pt:

nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA)

colloids + nanoparticles (NPs)

4 – 10 % of total filter-passing Pt
0.01 % of total Pt in road dust

a) RW
Dilution 1:5

b) SW
Dilution 1:10

31 – 41 % of total filter-passing Rh
0.1 % of total Rh in road dust
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highest intensities are most likely
to be NPs metallic nature,
although in a lower concentration

Final remarks
 An innovative combination of complementary analytical strategies distinguished different
forms of Pt and Rh in urban road dust leachates (filtered <0.45 µm solutions).
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higher concentration
in seawater extracts

(62)×109
part.mL-1

(1.40.4)×109
in rainwater extracts
part.mL-1

Truly dissolved Rh:

Pt concentrations increase in SW

(nano)particles do exist in solution

Pt NPs effect – likely related to the
behavior in a complex environment

 Non-dissolved species of Pt predominated over the dissolved forms, whereas for Rh truly
dissolved species were an important fraction of the total content released by ACC.
 The results here reported shed further light on Pt and Rh speciation analysis and their
potential mobility in aquatic systems.

